
Outline:

1) HISTORY

Brandon has a rich and important history. The town plan specifically recognizes the 

importance of Brandon’s historic resources and repeatedly* emphasizes their protection 

as a priority.

2) FRAGILITY

Brandon’s downtown historic resources are fragile. The town plan prioritizes their 

preservation.

3) ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE

We have planned badly in the past and squandered historic resources. This has real-

world economic consequences in the present. The Brandon Plaza project would repeat 

and compound those errors. The town plan recognizes that the historic village center is a 

crucial non-renewable resource for Brandon.

4) COMMUNITY

Our sense of community is entwined with our historic townscape. We will pay a long-term 

price for eroding our downtown. The town plan specifically enjoins us to avoid that 

mistake.

* Town plan sections on “Future Land Use,” “Economic Development,” “Vision,” 

“Historic Resources.”



I. HISTORY

What are Brandon’s Historic 

Resources? 



“Brandon’s historic resources, especially in the 

town center, [are] unique among Vermont 

towns because Brandon has not been harshly 

impacted by modern pressures such as strip 

development and big chain stores.”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Historic Resources” Section 

Introduction, p. 29



Example 1: Brandon’s Anti-

Slavery Movement



Vermont Telegraph, Brandon, January 16, 1834

























Example 2: The Civil War



Muster of the Allen Greys, April 1861



















Note the transom window on the left that says “GAR.” That stands for “Grand Army of the 

Republic, the Union Army veterans’ organization, which met upstairs in this building. The 

photograph was taken during the flood of 1938.





Brandon Town Plan, p.30, listing the buildings in the village on the state historic register. Brandon has 

an extremely large number of historic resources.



II. FRAGILITY

Historic Buildings are Fragile



Objective:

“Support the protection and 

preservation, where appropriate, of 

significant historic structures, sites and 

districts, the townscape and 

landscape….”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Historic Resources” Section, 

Objective # 3, p. 29



















Historic Buildings Preserved











“Brandon is an intimate, warm and walkable small 

town with a strong sense of place and

significant community and historic assets, 

including a compact and full-service downtown.

Brandon's downtown is unusual in that it still 

provides the essential goods and services that 

have moved to the outskirts of many Vermont 

towns.”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Vision” Section, p. 5



Objective:

“Ensure the preservation, restoration, and 

adaptive re-use of historic public buildings and 

privately owned structures.”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Historic Resources” Section, 

Objective #1, p. 29



Recommendation:

“Encourage businesses to utilize space in 

downtown Brandon….”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Economic Development” Section, 

Recommendation # 14, p. 36



III. ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE

We have planned badly in the 

past. The Town Plan explicitly

instructs us to preserve historic 

resources as an economic

priority.



“Brandon also has significant Recreational, 

Historical and Cultural attributes, as previously

discussed. These add substantially to the quality of 

life and can influence businesses and 

individuals considering locating or investing in 

Brandon. Care should be taken to protect and 

enhance these resources and they should be 

part of a fully integrated strategy for economic 

and community development.”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Economic Development” Section, 

Introduction, p. 33



Bad Planning Hurts 

Neighborhoods, Lowers 

Property Values and Hinders 

Economic Development





























Erosion of Town Center

Moved:

School*

2nd Story Offices*

Bank Drive-Thru*

Medical Building

Aubuchon Hardware

* = still empty

Lost:

Train Station (which hurts us now that Amtrak is reviving 

passenger service in western Vermont)



Recommendation:

“Protect and enhance Brandon’s … historical 

and cultural attributes.”

- Brandon Town Plan, Economic Development Section, 

Recommendation # 19, p. 36



Objective:

“Recognize the town’s cultural resources and 

historic settlement pattern as a significant, 

non-renewable resource that creates a sense of 

place and community well-being.”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Future Land Use” Section, Objective 

#4, p. 50



IV. COMMUNITY

“A Sense of Place and 

Community Well-Being”: 

Community and“Townscape”



“Brandon possesses ‘an architectural legacy, a 

cultural history, and a unique visual identity’ 

that contributes to the creation of community, 

historic pride, and economic advantage. These 

assets must be carefully managed.”

- Brandon Town Plan, “Historic Resources” Section 

Introduction, p. 29



2005





Some Easy Further Reading



We are not 

conducting  a new 

experiment.




